
Deborah Gordon and Josiah Ober with David Sloan Wilson—Transcript 
David Sloan Wilson: So, how did an ant biologist team up with a Greek scholar to share interests with 
each other? 

Josiah Ober: Deborah? 

Deborah Gordon: Well, it all started with what we called bungee lunch. So we organized this series of 
lunches, where we invited people from faculty, from different departments to just come and have lunch. 

JO: So, I was lucky enough to be one of those invited, because the "we" iniEally was Deborah and a few 
friends. So it turned out to be this remarkable gathering in which we didn't have any parEcular structure 
to start with. But we each talked about what we were interested in, what we did. And some of us turned 
out to have interests that were, although from very different places in the academic world, quite 
congruent. 

DSW: How did you see the congruence? 

1:00 

DG: Well, isn't it obvious? So I have been working on interacEons between different colonies in a 
populaEon of colonies. And so there's a clear analogy to city-states that are each working independently, 
but have boundaries where there could be resources in dispute. 

JO: We found we were both very interested in decentralized forms of organizaEon that if you do poliEcal 
history, the tendency is to focus on highly centralized systems: kingdoms, empires—there’s somebody 
calling the shots at the center. And yet the Greek world was not like that. And it turns out that the ant 
world is not like that. And we thought that was interesEng. 

DG: It's very interesEng how people so much gravitate to the idea that an ant colony is ruled by a queen, 
that there's somebody in charge, because it's very hard to think about how a system could work with no 
one in charge. 

JO: This was one of Aristotle's weaker moments. He thought actually that in a hive, a honeybee hive, 
with a king bee, because aOer all the big one in the center most have been male and it must've been 
running everything. So he actually thought the king bee did organize the work of the hive. But 
interesEngly enough, he got it that ants don't have—perhaps he never looked deeply enough into a hive
—but he said, yes, but ants, each one, is his own master. He thought they were male. 

DSW: So then, how did your relaEonship conEnue? You saw the iniEal commonality, did you actually 
then just conEnue? And I mean, you conEnued as friends, but in terms of trading ideas and learning 
from each others' systems? 

JO: We got a liQle bit of seed money from the president of Stanford who was trying to kick up 
interdisciplinary projects. And with that Deborah and I, and a few other people interested in 
decentralized systems, just began to get together and we'd have dinner, we organized a few sort of small 
symposia. 

DG: We had a workshop. So we sEll have yet to write the definiEve document on ants and Greek city-
states. 

JO: Right, right. But we did begin to talk a liQle, in a somewhat more structured away as, as well as just 
conEnuing to... Deborah would have a new paper and I'd read her paper and I'd have something and 
she'd read, that we'd get together and have lunch or just chat about it. 

3:50 



DSW: Teilhard made a disEncEon between, he very percepEvely said that insect superorganisms have a 
good brain. But then in humans, it was a brain of brains. He made a big deal out of that. And I think that 
my conversaEons with you kind of point to that. And especially with you, Josh, that there were very 
mindful individual— like Aristotle—so there was an individual brain, but they were also creaEng this 
superorganism. The counterpart of that does not exist in social insects, but nevertheless, they both 
qualify as organisms. Teilhard saw that, which was preQy amazing. How did you accommodate that? The 
fact that, although there's a lot of commonaliEes, there's this one very large difference, which was that 
there was some really intenEonal, strongly intenEonal aspect to what's going on in the Greek case and 
not so in the ant case? 

4:55 

DG: Well, that's part of what's interesEng about it is to see what are the features of collecEve behavior 
that can come about through evoluEon without any intenEonality. And I think it's very interesEng, what I 
just learned from listening to Josh that the Greek city-states designated certain groups of people as 
tribes and just assigned them a group idenEty. And then from there they had to funcEon. 

That's very different from the way that, in evoluEonary systems and biological systems like in ants, 
there's geneEc relatedness that is associated with living together and working together and so on. So 
that's a very interesEng difference where you can see a biological form and a poliEcal form that can 
arrive at the same shape through a very different process. 

5:55 

JO: Although, the other thing that I found fascinaEng, the other side of the coin, is that if you're going to 
understand democracy and you are a contemporary poliEcal scienEst, you tend to think about 
democracy, about the aggregaEon of preferences. What do people individually want? What do they try 
to get? And you somehow aggregate those with a vote and you get a democraEc system. 

What I found was so fascinaEng about Deborah's work is that of course ants don't have individual 
preferences, but they do exchange informaEon. And this, in a very simple sense, but this helped me to 
think about the way in which democracy in the Greek world, and I think arguably in other forms of 
organizaEon as well, can be thought of as not only a system for preference aggregaEon, but also for 
informaEon or knowledge aggregaEon. And if we think about democracy as a way to put together what 
we collecEvely know, some sort of weed that has some structure, some kind of a collecEve organism, 
then we can actually accomplish a lot. 

And I think this is the secret of why democracy, with its really high cost in terms of doing business - very 
efficient, having one person tell everybody what to do through some sort of layers of, sub rulers. This 
high cost of self-organizaEon is made up for, by the value of the distributed informaEon exchange that 
can happen across a community of people who trust each other as individuals and are exchanging 
informaEon. 

7:47 

DSW: I think that's so insighWul, that democracy is more than just, as you say, aggregaEon of 
preferences, it's all of the advantages of distributed processes. 

JO: It really helped thinking about this as a way to understand the kind of complex organizaEon that you 
can have in an ant nest. 

DG: Right. Because in a natural system, you can have the combinaEons that lead to sharing of 
informaEon without any ant choosing anything. 

8:18 



DSW: Of the many projects that I work with, there's an interesEng concept of micro-ciEes that are really 
deliberately constructed like that. And they make rich use of distributed processes, circular economy, 
they're on solar. You know what I mean? They're really designed to be a self-contained superorganisms. 
And the idea is that if you do that, these are just going to be compeEEve. These are the winners, 
basically, because they make use of distributed processes to that extent. They'll beat out the market. 
And so I think that's really encouraging that we can think that way. And then they'll spread on their own 
merits. 

9:00 

JO: Yeah. For me, as a Greek historian, this helped to explain the puzzle of why should democraEc 
systems be compeEEve in a world in which there are many non-democraEc compeEtors in the broader 
ecology. As a sort of dedicated small d democrat thought, well, it's nice that they do, but why do they, 
and this idea of distributed systems was the answer to that to puzzle. 

DSW: That’s like variaEon among naEons, as I understand it. I guess this is directed mostly at you, Josh, 
but the new insEtuEonal economists—Why NaEons Fail, and all that—seem to bear out that the most 
inclusive democraEc naEons actually are the ones that funcEon. 

JO: Yeah. Yeah. So this was really one of the reasons I moved from Princeton to Stanford, is because 
there were people who were working on insEtuEonal economics along those lines. And I thought, oh, I'll 
have something to learn from them. LiQle did I know that the person I was learning as much as anybody 
from would be... 

DG: Somebody working on ants. 

JO: An ant biologist. 

DSW: That's so awesome. Okay. Anything else you'd like to say to finish up? 

DG: Well, do you think that's true? That the democracies do beQer? 

JO: Well, I think the grand challenge to democracies at this point is to conEnue to find ways to distribute 
knowledge, other forms of advantage, at increasingly large scale. And so I think the great challenge for 
democracy is the challenge of scale. 

We can see that as being, in some ways a challenge that ulEmately the Greek city-states were not able to 
manage, that's why the Macedonians take them over finally. The Romans come up with a way to extend 
ciEzenship at much larger scale, but ulEmately can't figure out how to keep self-governance, the 
distributed systems going well. And so they become a monarchy. So this really is, arguably, what we're 
confronEng now. Can democracy, understood as a mode of distribuEon, distribuEon of informaEon, 
broadly speaking, be compeEEve at the scales at which we are trying to organize ourselves today. 

DSW: At the global scale. 

JO: Exactly. 

DG: Because if you get pockets of, if you get groups who don't exchange informaEon, then the system 
can't funcEon. 

JO: Yeah, yeah. That's right. And if people start idenEfying not with the larger unit, but with the smaller - 

DG: Their modules. 

JO: Exactly, with their modules, this is what Aristotle thought was the death of states, is the facEonalism, 
people idenEfied with what he called the part, rather than the whole. He saw the state as a natural 
whole, but people idenEfy with the part, and that leads to civil war and that leads to collapse. So how do 
we get people to think of the larger whole, as being a natural whole that they will act in favor of, rather 



than retreaEng into the good of their part, seen compeEEvely as a zero sum compeEEon with the other 
parts. 

DG: Right. So if the ants only wanted to hang out with, or feed the ants that had the same father, the 
colony would be in trouble. 

DSW: Yeah. Yeah. And there's a point there that a colony is, as you say, are mulEple patrilines and 
someEmes mulEple matrilines. And yet somehow that those lower-level idenEEes get submerged oOen 
with a single colony odor. Right? So some of that has taken place. 

DG: Because they all mix enough to interact, to share informaEon. 

13:17 

DSW: Well, we can see that with globalizaEon. That's one reason that I think that, and this is almost 
happening, this is part of the inevitable component that the more interacEons truly do become global, 
the more we can converse with someone across the world with easily as by our side. The more the 
economy becomes global and so on, the Earth really does emerge as a natural unit. It only makes sense 
to think of ourselves as ciEzens of the Earth, and to adopt that global idenEty that as the chief one, but 
other idenEEes remaining, but integrated. And I think that's really the Human Energy Project. The 
concept of creaEng a noosphere is really its point. So this really does contribute to this parEcular project 
of Ben Kacyra and the Human Energy Project. So thank you so much for sharing half a day with us. 

DG: Thank you. 

DSW: It's been really memorable for me. 

JO: It's been a great pleasure. 

DG: Thank you. 


